2" Tie-Downs  (Polyester Webbing)

complete with Ratchet and End Fittings as shown.
Standard Length is 20 ft  (2 ft Tail, 18 ft Strap)

Rated Capacity    3,300 lbs

All Tie Down systems come with a sturdy vinyl Capacity Tag stating safety precautions and load ratings at various tie-down angles. Tag firmly sewn to strap (no flag).

Description

- Flat Hooks at both ends
- 5/16" Grade 7 Chain  Assembly at both ends (12" chain length)
- 1/2" Narrow Wire Hook at both ends
- Delta Ring at both ends
- Loop Splice at both ends
- Endless

2" Tie-Down Replacement Straps

- Flat Hooks at one end
- 5/16" Grade 7 Chain  Assembly at one end (12" chain length)
- 1/2" Narrow Wire Hook at one end
- Delta Ring at one end
- Loop Splice at one end
3" Tie-Downs  (Polyester Webbing)
complete with Ratchet and End Fittings as shown.
Standard Length is 20 ft  (2 ft Tail, 18 ft Strap)

Rated Capacity: See below
All Tie Down systems come with a sturdy vinyl Capacity Tag stating safety precautions and load ratings at various tie-down angles. Tag firmly sewn to strap (no flag).

Description

- Flat Hooks at both ends
- 5/16" Grade 7 Chain Assembly at both ends (12" chain length)
- Delta Ring at both ends
- 5/8" Narrow Hook at both ends
- Loop Splice at both ends
- Endless

3" Tie Down Replacement Straps

- Flat Hooks at one end
- 5/16" Grade 7 Chain Assembly at one end (12" chain length)
- Delta Ring at one end
- 5/8" Narrow Hook at one end
- Loop Splice at one end